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“One of the strongest achievements of the
school is that the curriculum provides the
pupils such a breadth of experience and
ensures time to develop their academic

potential alongside a broad range of activities”



I am delighted to share with you
the Independent Schools
Inspectorate Report on The
Downs Preparatory School.

The Focused Compliance and
Educational Quality Inspection was
carried out in September 2017. The
new inspection framework focuses on
three key area : Pupil Achievement,
Pupil Personal Development and
Regulatory Compliance.

We welcomed a team of five
Inspectors to the school at 24 hours’
notice. They each took considerable
time and care to observe many areas
of school life including teaching and
learning, co-curricular activities and
pastoral care. They met with children,
staff and governors, spent time in
lessons and clubs, reviewed extensive
documentation, observed procedure
and requested that parents and pupils
complete a pre-inspection
questionnaire.

Throughout the three days of
inspection, there was an amazing
atmosphere of mutual support and
teamwork within the school. My
thanks to everyone who spoke to the
Inspectors or gave up their time to
complete a survey or collate
documentation in order that our
community was seen at its best.

I am thrilled to report that the
Inspectors found the quality of the
pupils’ academic and other
achievements, as well as their personal
development to be excellent. This is
the highest grading that can be
awarded.

The key themes that emerge
throughout the Inspection Report
includes excellent progress, strong
study skills and attitudes to learning,
exceptional communication,
confident risk-taking and highly
productive relationships between
pupils and staff.



With regards to the pupils’ personal
development, the Inspectors
recognised that pupils thrive and
enjoy school. They observed high
standards of behaviour and
outstanding social skills. They also
noted the Christian ethos of the
school as demonstrated by the
pupils’ conduct and by their
commitment to serve others less
fortunate than themselves.

During the course of the
Compliance Inspection, the
Inspectors thoroughly assessed the
school’s policies and procedures
against the many stringent
regulatory requirements of
independent schools, set by the
Department of Education. 
I am very pleased to report that The
Downs is fully compliant in all areas.

I am delighted that the Inspectors
recognised and endorsed our
incredible community and our
fabulous school. This is a report that
should make everyone extremely
proud and it is my privilege to share
it with you.

I hope you will enjoy reading the full
report, however we know how busy
people can be and so we have pulled
out a selection of extracts on the
following pages.
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Extracts from the Educational 
Quality Inspection Report

 quality of Pupils’ Academic and Other
Achievement  is Excellent
• The pupils’ determination to succeed

and to do the best they can owes
much to the passion evident in
teaching which inspires the pupils.

• Excellent progress overall across a wide
range of subjects and activities is
achieved at all ages.

• Almost all children completing
Reception make excellent progress and
exceed the Early Learning Goals.

• By the end of Year 6, all pupils are
making better than expected progress
for their ability in Mathematics and
high levels of progress in reading and
spelling.

• In Years 7 and 8, pupils demonstrate
excellent progress across both year
groups.

• Pupils with SEND demonstrate
excellent outcomes…and make rapid
progress.

• The school prepares pupils thoroughly
for entrance requirements to senior
schools.

• Pupils display exceptional oral
confidence and have a highly developed
vocabulary.

• Pupils have strong study skills and
attitudes to learning. They are organised
and have a good work ethic.

• Outstanding achievement is evident
in a wide range of co-curricular activity.

• The standards achieved by pupils in
sport and in creative interests such as
art, music and drama are notably high.



The Quality of Pupils’ Personal Development 
is Excellent
• Pupils thrive and enjoy school in response 

to the nurturing environment they 
experience and the excellent pastoral care 
they receive.

• Pupils are resilient in the face of challenge, 
relish healthy competition and are not 
afraid of failure as they recognise it is a 
vital step in learning.

• Pupils have good manners, are courteous 
and exhibit excellent skills in everyday life 
which are clearly inculcated by the school.

• Pupils of all ages exhibit high standards of 
behaviour.

• Older pupils provide excellent role models.

• Pre Prep pupils display a considerable 
amount of empathy.

• Pupils display outstanding social skills. 
They are friendly, happy people who are 
caring and support each other.

• Pupils are keen to help make decisions in 
the running of the school and to take 
responsibility.

• Pupils contribute positively to the lives of 
others outside the school community and 
this is an area where pupils excel.

• Pupils are confident that they are known as 
individuals and that they are safe at school.
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“Almost all parents who responded to the pre-
inspection questionnaire indicated that the

school produces high-achieving, well-rounded,
happy, confident pupils”
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